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X-ray projection lithography has recently been explored as a method for the manufacture of 
< 200 nm linewidth integrated circuits. ‘A method is described whereby projected 
lithographic images can be formed with x rays by means of a transmission hologram. The- 
form of the hologram is computed by an algorithm that eliminates the unwanted 
signals normally present as systematic errors in in-line holographic images. Example 
calculations are shown in which holograms are constructed to generate images of a given test 
pattern. The holographic images are shown to have excellent fidelity with respect to 
both resolution and contrast. Such an approach to projection x-ray lithography requires an 
x-ray beam with very little coherence and is thus compatible with high wafer 
throughput schemes; in addition, image fidelity remains high even when moderately small 
contaminant particles block the light from small regions of the hologram. Fabrication 
limits for the single optic involved-are compatible with current technological limits. The 
approach is applicable over a large range of soft-x-ray wavelengths, indicating the 
feasibility of a 100 nm resolution system with 6 pm depth of field using a carbon mask ‘- 
system operating at 5 nm, or other materials at shorter wavelengths. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As feature sizes on integrated circuits ‘begin to ap- 
proach the minimum size possible with visible or uv optics, 
other technologies have been increasingly considered for 
future circuit manufacturing techniques.’ X-ray proximity 
lithography is one alternative technique that has been 
highly developed, and while its use in >200 nm linewidth 
circuit production seems likely, diffraction blurring. at 
practical mask-to-wafer separation distances complicates 
extension of the technique to significantly finer linewidths. 
More recently, x-ray projection lithography has begun to 
be considered, and Bjorkholm et al. have demonstrated the 
printing of 50 nm linewidth features using a 20: 1 reduction 
system based on near-normal-incidence optics coated with 
multilayers for good reflectivity at 14 nm wavelength.2 
Along with other developments, this has led to consider- 
able activity3 aimed at the development of x-ray projection 
lithography systems capable of printing 100 nm or finer 
features over a large field with high throughput for use in 
circuit production. 

Most of. the optical systems that have thus far been 
discussed for use in x-ray projection lithography have been 
based on the use of multilayer-coated near-normal-inci- 
dence optics. At present, multilayer-coated optics are able 
to deliver good normal incidence reflectivity only at rela- 
tively long wavelengths (A 2 10 nm), where x-ray penetra- 
tion in photoresists is low (the l/e absorption length of the 
resist PMMA is 0.2 nm at il = 13 nm) and the contrast of 
likely contaminant particles is high compared to the - 1 
nm wavelengths used for x-ray proximity lithography. Fur- 
thermore, while 1:l systems using only flat and spherical 
optics have been proposed that would have curved image 

. . . 

fields,k Newell, Rodgers, a&Thompson have found that at 
least four aspherical optics are required for 2O:l reduction 
systems with the required field and resolution.5 The figure 
tolerances of such optics are in the.0.5-1 nm range over a 
diameter of many cm, well beyond current fabrication lim- 
its even for spherical .opt&.6 These and other consider- 
ations suggest that ‘the challenges involved in the develop- 
ment of x-ray projection lithography by optical reduction 
are substantial,’ even considering’ the commercial.payoff ex- 
pected of such systems. 

Our purpose in this’paper is to explore the advantages 
of a particular holographic approach to x-ray projection 
lithography. Holographic optics- were first-proposed over 
20 years ago for visible-light lithography?-9 but better and 
easier alternatives were developed based on the use of 
lenses for optical reduction. However, once one begins to 
consider soft-x-ray lithography, for which refracting lenses 
cannot be used, the technology for reduction imaging out- 
lined above involves considerable technological challenges, 
and it becom,es worthwhile to consider again the potential 
contribution of holographic techniques. We have previ- 
ously presented a numerical example of the use of a Leith- 
Upatnieks-type phase hologram encoded as surface relief 
pattern on a flat, grazing-incidence reflector. I0 That system 
has the advantage that the one optical element involved 
can be manufactured with .available technology, although 
patterning of the cpmputer-generated hologram would 
challenge. the available field size of electron-beam lithogra- 
phy systems. The chief disadvantage of that system is the 
need for an illumination beam of high spatial and temporal 
coherence and concomitant low intensity, leading to limi’- 
tations on the possible wafer throughput of the system. We 
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FIG. 1. In-line holographic geometry for x-ray projection lithography. 

consider here an alternative type of holographic projection 
system based on transmission through the hologram which 
would be free of these disadvantages.*’ We consider the 
design of the computer-generated hologram, and we give 
examples of a binary test pattern, the hologram that “gen- 
erates” it by diffraction of a plane wave, and the images 
which one would expect to be able to record in practice. 
We also consider a further advantage of this kind of holo- 
graphic printing that may have very important practical 
implications: its relative immunity to image corruption 
caused by the presence of contaminant particles. 

11. HOLOGRAM DESIGN: METHOD AND EXAMPLE 

The in-line holographic geometry is shown in Fig. 1; it 
is similar to the geometry for contact printing except that 
the hologram replaces the mask and is located at a slightly 
larger distance (0.2 mm in our examples) from the wafer. 
The requirement is to design a hologram that diffracts an 
incoming plane wave so as to form the desired image in- 
tensity at the wafer plane. This is the inverse diffraction 
problem which is always involved in the design of com- 
puter-generated holograms and which has been discussed 
fairly extensively in the literature.‘2*‘3 In our form of the 
problem, we assume that the hologram is constructed from 
an optical medium whose thickness can be chosen by the 
algorithm and whose x-ray complex refractive index n = 1 
- S - ifl at the wavelength il we know (we assume that a 

constant thickness membrane will be used to support the 
hologram). If we choose the thickness t at a certain loca- 
tion in the hologram to give a desired value for the phase 
change (0 = 27rSt/il), then the amplitude attenuation fac- 
tor r must be r = exp ( - 2?r@/A). Therefore, the only al- 
lowed combinations of amplitude ‘and phase of the beam 
are those that lie on the logarithmic spiral r = exp( - 9S/ 
p) in the Argand plane. An example of such a curve, for 
carbon at /z = 5.0 nm, is shown in Fig. 2. 

Because most of the information in diffractive imaging 
techniques is encoded as phase,i4 we would like to use 
materials with a large value of S/p for transmission holo- 
graphic optical elements. This enables latge phase changes 
to be achieved somewhat independently of changes in am- 
plitude. If large attenuation is required, then it can be at 

e=-n/2 

FIG. 2. The logarithmic spiral I = exp( - &V/3) in the complex plane, 
representing the allowed values of the phase and amplitude of 5 nm x rays 
transmitted through carbon. The spiral makes one turn through a 2rr 
phase shift to an optical amplitude of 0.66 in a material thickness of 1282 
nm. The same form of the spiral holds true for other materials and wave- 
lengths, except that different values of tza and S//3 will be used (see, e.g., 
Fig. 3). 

least approximated by adding a suitable multiple of 27~ to 
the phase angle. Considerations of resist penetration (the 
l/e attenuation length of the photoresist PMMA is 0.2 pm 
at/Z=13nm,2.0~matd=5nm,and5~mat~=1nm) 
and resolution and organic contaminant contrast suggest 
that optimum wavelengths for x-ray lithography are either 
just above the carbon K edge at 4.4 nm or at l-2 nm.t5’16 
(The use of > 10 nm x rays in many projection lithography 
schemes is driven by considerations of multilayer technol- 
ogy which are not involved here). Figure 3 shows the ratio 
S/p and the thickness required to obtain a 2a phase shift in 
several materials which have been already successfully 
used to make Fresnel zone plates (the archetypal holo- 
graphic optical element); as can be seen, all the materials 
have favorably high S/p at 1 nm wavelength, and S/p is 
also high on the long-wavelength sides of absorption edges. 
One benefit of considering shorter wavelengths is that, for 
a desired transverse resolution 6, the depth of field 
DOFz4@/2 for 100 nm resolution projection lithography 
increases to more favorable values. For the example calcu- 
lations presented here, we shall consider the use of carbon 
at 5 nm wavelength, although the method is applicable 
quite generally. We will address results calculated for other 
materials later. 

The binary test object for which specific calculations 
have been done is shown in Fig. 4. It is represented by 
256 X 256 0.063 ,um pixels and has black (zero exposure) 
features ranging in size from 0.063 to 1.0 pm on a uniform 
white background of normalized intensity 1.0. We choose 
the very narrow linewidth to provide a severe test of the 
algorithm, although in fact we have in mind the applica- 
tion of the procedure in the 0.1-0.25 pm range of hologram 
and pattern feature sizes, which is why we will later choose 
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FIG. 3. Optical properties of some materials which have been used in 
manufacturing Fresnel zone plates: (a) The ratio S/p of phase shift to 
absorption; (b) the material thickness fz,, in nm required to produce a ZTJ 
optical phase shit? The calculations are based on the x-ray optical con 
stants as tabulated by Henke et al. (Ref. 17) and assume bulk densities. 
In general, rs,, and S/p are largest on the long-wavelength side of x-ray- 
absorption edges because of anomalous dispersion. 

1 pm as the hologram thickness limit for the example cal- 
culation shown. 

We now describe the procedure used to design a car- 
bon hologram to deliver the above optical intensity pattern 
to the wafer. As a first step, we backpropagate a 2 = 5 nm 
wave field whose initial phase and amplitude at the wafer 
plane are zero and the square root of the desired pattern 
intensity, respectively. This wave field arrives at the holo- 
gram plane (located 200 pm upstream of the wafer) with 
definite known values of the amplitude and phase at each 
pixel. We would like to design the hologram so that a unit 
plane wave transmitted through it would match these val- 
ues. To do this with carbon, we only have access to com- 
plex numbers lying on the spiral in Fig. 2, so we proceed 
(within a specified upper limit on the pattern thickness) by 
choosing the correct value for the phase and adding what- 
ever multiple of 27r gets us closest to the correct amplitude. 
This gives the zeroeth-order approximation to the holo- 
gram. Forward propagating the wave field that would be 
transmitted by this hologram to the wafer plane and taking 
the magnitude squared produces the zeroeth-order approx- 
imation to the desired image at the wafer, which turns out 

to be a surprisingly good approximation to the desired 
pattern. While we would like to produce a more accurate 
print of the desired pattern intensity we have no interest in 
controlling the optical phase at the wafer plane. Therefore, 
for the next iteration we leave the current value of the 
phase at the wafer plane unchanged. For desired intensities 
of 0, we set the wafer-plane magnitude to 0, calculate the 
average magnitude of the nonzero or “white” pixels, and 
set those pixels to have a magnitude of 1.05 times the 
average magnitude to attempt to drive the algorithm to 
improving the diffraction efficiency of the hologram while 
simultaneously producing a uniform “white” intensity.” 
We then combine these magnitude and phase values, back- 
propagate to the hologram plane, approximate the complex 
amplitude as before, forward propagate to the wafer plane, 
and so on for the desired number of iterations. The carbon 
thickness pattern calculated by 90 iterations of this proce- 
dure is shown in Fig. 5; as can be seen, the algorithm 
chooses low carbon thickness at most pixels. The wafer 
plane intensity produced by this hologram shown in Fig. 6 
indicates that, if the pattern is overexposed by about 30%, 
the desired dark features remain dark while the light fea- 
tures have an intensity mostly close to unity but with 
worst-case pixels at 0.7 and 1.5. The good fidelity of this 
image is also illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows the intensity 
pattern across a line of the wafer-plane image. 

The calculations presented thus far relate to a mostly 
white type of test object. We have also tested the applica- 
bility of the method to mostly black objects by utilizing the 
complement of the object in Fig. 4. The method works 
even better for this case. The overall image fidelity is very 
similar (see Figs. 9 and lo), while the light intensity in the 
white image regions is about 50 times higher. This shows 
that the holographic optical element is capable of concen- 
trating the light in a manner analogous to a zone plate. 
Both of these example designs show that the carbon relief 
mask, which is in essence a near-image plane-phase 
hologram,” has the remarkable property that the twin- 

FIG. 4. The white-background binary test pattern used in simulations. It 
is represented by 256~256 0.063 pm pixels and has black (zero expo- 
sure) features ranging in size from 0.063 to 1.0 pm on a uniform white 
background of normalized intensity 1.0. The overall pattern size is 16x 16 
pm’. 
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FIG. 5. Hologram for printing the white-background pattern of Fig. 4, as 
generated by 90 iterations of the algorithm: (a) the carbon thickness map 
shown on a gray scale where 0 nm thickness is white and 1000 nm 
thickness is black; (b) histogram of carbon thickness, showing that the 
algorithm chooses low carbon thickness for most pixels in this case. 

image, intermodulation, and zeroth-order terms are all 
suppressed. 

A general feature of Fresnel in-line holograms is the 
localization of the recorded information corresponding to 
each image pixel to a moderately small region of the holo- 
gram defined by the hologram-image distance d and the 
numerical aperture. One consequence of this is a great re- 
duction in the needed coherence in illuminating the holo- 
gram to make a reconstruction (projecting the image onto 
the wafer in our case). We consider the coherence require- 
ments of the hologram to be equivalent to those of a zone 
plate with similar parameters, so that the radius of good 
mutual spatial coherence required is r, = 0.61~d/S, and 
the number of temporally coherent waves is half the num- 
ber of zones,2o for /2/M = (0.61)2Ad/(2SF). In the present 
example, we have r, = 10 pm and L/M = 47 waves for 63 
nm resolution, or 6 pm and 19 waves for 100 nm resolu- 
tion. These requirements are easy to meet and are consis- 
tent with x-ray sources capable of illuminating high-wafer- 
throughput systems. Small coherence radius implies 
modest system numerical aperture, and this in turn is the 
basis for estimating the depth of field to be DOF 
=: 46:/d. Another consequence of the localization of infor- 
mation is that one can readily compute a large field by 
dividing it into computationally tractable parts and stitch- 
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FIG. 6. Image delivered at the wafer by the hologram of Fig. 5. (a) 
Nearly the full range of image intensities, where an intensity of 0.0 is 
shown as black, 1.3 shown as white, and intermediate values are shown as 
shades of gray. (b) An “overexposed” version of the image, where an 
intensity of 0.0 is shown as black, 0.7 is shown as white, and intermediate 
values are shown as shades of gray. Such an overexposure would be easy 
to do in practice. Note the high fidelity with respect to both resolution 
and contrast of the image formed in this way. (c) Histogram of the image 
intensity values, showing good separation between white and black inten- 
sity values. 

ing the resulting holograms together afterwards; in addi- 
tion, arrays of identical features-such as repeated gate 
configurations in high-density memory circuits-could be 
printed by arrays of identical hologram regions. 

In Fig. 11, we see that the algorithm rapidly converges 
to its solution, with most of the optimization occurring 
during the first few iterations. It may be possible to im- 
prove upon this convergence further by using an input- 
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FIG. 7. Line scan across the image of Fig. 6 showing the excellent con- 
trast and resolution. The heavy lines represent the delivered intensity, and 
the fine lines the ideal image as functions of position. 

output, rather than an error-reduction, type of algorithm.!’ 
Uniqueness considerations are eliminated by noting that 
what we seek is a hologram that will produce the desired 
wafer-plane pattern, rather than the solution to the inverse 
source problem. 

(b) 
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FIG. 8. Hologram for printing the black-background complement of the 
pattern of Fig. 4, as generated by 90 iterations of the algorithm: (a) the 
carbon thickness map shown on a gray scale where 0 nm thickness is 
white and 1000 nm thickness is black; (b) histogram of carbon thickness, 
showing that the algorithm chooses thicknesses distributed evenly over 
the allowed range in this case. 
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FIG. 9. Image delivered at the wafer by the hologram of Fig. 8. (a) 
Nearly the full range of image intensities, where an intensity of 0 is shown 
as bIack, 70 is shown as white, and intermediate values are shown as 
shades of gray. (b) An “overexposed” version of the image, where an 
intensity of 0 is shown as black, 35 is shown as white, and intermediate 
values are shown as shades of gray. (c) Histogram of the image intensity 
values, again showing good separation between white and black intensity 
values. 

111. HOLOGRAM DESIGN: FABRICATION LIMITS 

The manufacturing tolerances in terms of transverse 
resolution and field size are similar to those required for 
writing a proximity mask for the same test pattern. The 
hologram field size would only need to be a coherence 
diameter 2r, larger than the desired field size. In Fresnel 
zone plates, the tolerance for zone positioning is about 0.3 
for the finest zone width,“’ and we would expect the same 
to hold true for hologram tolerances over any coherence 
diameter 2r,. However, over longer distances (such as the 
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FIG. 10. Line scan across the image of Fig. 9, again showing excellent 
contrast and resolution. The heavy lines represent the delivered intensity, 
and the fine lines the ideal image as functions of position. 

full size of the image to be printed on the wafer), the 
relative positioning error tolerance would be identical to 
that required for writing a proximity mask for the same 
test pattern. This result is an important advantage of the 
present approach, and while the masks would be more 
complicated to produce than those that might be used in a 
2O:l reduction system, these fabrication tolerances can be 
met with currently available technologies. This is not the 
case with the formidable 0.5-l nm manufacturing toler- 
ances required for the optics in reduction projection lithog- 
raphy systems described above. 

The above simulations assumed that we could vary the 
carbon thickness continuously over the range O-l pm. In 
Fig. 12, we show wafer-plane intensity limits calculated 
with maximum thickness limits of 0.5, 1, . . . , 5 pm for both 
the mostly white and mostly black cases. For the case of o-o6l------ 

O.OO io PO 30 40 do do 70 -7sr-do 
Iteration 

FIG. 11. Convergence of the algorithm as measured by reduction of an 
rms intensity matching error over subsequent iterations. The rms inten- 
sity error term ia calculated as ,/w/(&V) over the N pixels of 
the image, where z is 0 in image areas meant to be black, and z = FD the 
mean white value, in image areas meant to be white. The intensity match- 
ing error declines precipitously during the first few iterations, indicating 
rapid convergence of the algorithm. 
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FIG. 12. Wafer-plane intensity limits as a function of the upper limit on 
the thickness of the carbon hologram. At each thickness limit, a hiito- 
gram of image intensity values (normalized to an intensity 1.0 wave field 
incident on the hologram, with 100 intensity increments used in generat- 
ing the histogram) is shown as shades of gray on a discrete logarithmic 
scale. Of the 6.6X lo4 pixels to the image, black indicates no image pixels 
have a given intensity value, the darkest shade of gray corresponds to l-9 
pixels having the intensity value, the next shade of gray corresponds to 
10-99 pixels, and so on up to 1 x lo4 pixels or more at one intensity value 
in the brightest white areas. (a) The intensity limits for the white-back- 
ground pattern, showing good image contrast even with the lowest thick- 
ness lit of 0.5 pm. Most pixels are either “white” (intensity z-1) or 
black (intensity z-0). (b) The intensity limits for the black-background 
pattern, showing good contrast for thickness limits of 1 pm or greater (at 
a thickness limit of 0.5 pm, the “black” and “white” areas of the image no 
longer have distinct intensity values). 

black features on a white background, the spread in the 
range of white intensity values changes little as the thick- 
ness limit is varied. In the case of white features on a black 
background, the algorithm seeks more to minimize the 
spread in white intensity values than to increase the aver- 
age white intensity value. If the thickness limit is reduced 
from 1 to 0.5 pm (note that 0.5 pm corresponds to a phase 
shift of O.&r), the algorithm is no longer able to produce 
well-separated white and black intensity levels. 

Existing fabrication techniques for binary optics for 
visible light involve overlays of N binary etch steps (with 
each etch pattern written by electron-beam lithography) to 
create 2N allowable thickness values in a refractive media.‘3 
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FIG. 13. Wafer-plane intensity limits as a function of discrete thickness 
step size in 1 pm maximum thickness carbon holograms [O nm refers to 
continuously variable thickness). At each thickness step size, a histogram 
of image intensity values is shown as shades of gray on a discrete loga- 
rithmic scale as was done in Fig. 12. (a) The intensity limits for the 
white-background pattern, showing good image contrast with thickness 
steps of 60 nm or finer, corresponding to 17 different thickness 1eveIs. (b) 
The intensity limits for the black-background pattern, showing good im- 
age contrast even with thickness steps as large as 120 nm, corresponding 
to nine different thickness levels. 

Since this technology may be directly applicable to our 
proposed method for x-ray projection lithography, we have 
also modified our algorithm for the case where only dis- 
crete thickness values are allowed. In Fig. 13, we show 
wafer-plane intensity limits calculated with discrete thick- 
ness increments of 30, 60, 90, and 120 nm up to a maxi- 
mum thickness of 1000 nm (there were thus 34, 17;12, and 
9 allowed thickness levels, respectively). In the case of 
printing white features on a black background, the contrast 
of the pattern remains quite good even with only nine al- 
lowed thickness levels, while we judge the case of printing 
black features on a white background to be acceptable only 
when the thickness step size is 60 nm or less, correspond- 
ing to four etch overlays (we assume that one of the 17 
gray levels can be safely ignored). 

We believe these results indicate that our proposed 

method for x-ray projection lithography can be realized 
with a moderate extension of existing technologies. While 
further work is required to fully explore our method’s lim- 
itations and to further understand and optimize its perfor- 
mance, the above results suggest that one can produce ei- 
ther positive or negative lithographic images with material 
thicknesses corresponding to about 27r or more of phase 
shift, and with only four etch overlays. For example, we 
have done simulations to generate the same test pattern 
using 2” thickness levels in 1500 nm of fused quartz at 2.5 
nm wavelengths, and obtained results of equally good qual- 
ity as those shown here for 24 thickness levels in 1000 nm 
of carbon at 5.0 nm wavelength. Since visible light binary 
optics of fused quartz have been fabricated with four etch 
steps, 500 nm feature width, and 40 nm step thickness,22 
and since aspect ratios as high as 2O:l have been achieved 
in 35 nm linewidth lithography in other contexts,24 we feel 
that the technological challenges in producing in-line 
transmission holographic optics for projection x-ray lithog- 
raphy are surmountable. 

IV. CONTAMINATION TOLERANCE 

As the linewidth of optical lithography is reduced, the 
problem of lithographic image corruption caused by the 
presence of contaminant particles becomes more and more 
serious. Proximity x-ray lithography with 1 nm x rays of- 
fers some relief from the problem because some types of 
contaminant particles present on the mask or wafer will be 
transparent to the x rays. This fact is considered to be one 
of the advantages of x-ray lithography. On the other hand, 
the existence of contaminant particles between the mask 
and the wafer places limits on how small the mask-wafer 
gap can be made, and this in turn leads to a corresponding 
limit on the diffraction-limited resolution. Furthermore, 

- the use of x rays does not overcome defects in the mask 
resulting from contamination during its manufacture. 

Holography provides a radical new approach to the 
contamination problem. Since the information relating to 
each point of the image is distributed over many pixels of 
the hologram, one can expect that the hologram is rela- 
tively insensitive to having a small area blocked by a defect 
or a contaminant. This will be more likely to be true if the 
wafer is in the far field of the defect; i.e., if the defect size 
is less than about m = 1 pm with a hologram-to-mask 
distance d = 0.2 mm in the present example. This implies 
that if a high-brightness x-ray source is used for wafer 
exposure, one may wish to increase d from 0.2 mm to 
improve immunity to contamination at the expense of re- 
quiring a greater degree of coherence in the illumination of 
the hologram. As a test of this assumption, we performed 
simulations where spherical gold particles were assumed to 
be located on the carbon holograms of Figs. 5 and 8 (one 
sphere was located at the center, and the other was located 
near the lower left-hand-side corner). In Fig. 14, we see 
that if these high-2 contaminants are sufficiently small 
( ~0.4 pm for printing black features on a white back- 
ground, or < 2 pm for printing white features on a black 
background), the desired wafer-plane image is produced 
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FIG. 14. Wafer-plane intensity limits as a function of the diameter of 
spherical gold contaminants. One gold sphere is assumed to lie near the 

’ lower-left-hand-side corner, and the other near the center of the holo- 
grams of Figs. 5 and 8. At each contaminant diameter, a histogram of 
image intensity values is shown as shades of gray on a discrete logarithmic 
scale as was done in Fig. 12. (a) The intensity limits for the white- 
background pattern, showing good image contrast with contaminant di- 
ameters of 0.4 pm or less. (b) The intensity limits for the black-back- 
ground pattern, showing good image contrast with 2 pm contaminants 
present. 

with almost no degradation. (This result also holds true for 
low-2 contaminants.) The property that mask defects or 
contaminants would not necessarily lead to image defects is 
a considerable advantage of the technique, and may have 
significant impact on the economics of device manufacture. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have described a method whereby projected litho- 
graphic images can be formed with x rays by means of a 
transmission hologram. The hologram calculation tech- 
nique involves iteratively propagating an x-ray wave field 
between the hologram, where the hologram thickness is 
adjusted to approximate the desired wavefield magnitude 
and phase at each hologram location, and the wafer plane, 
where the desired image intensity is reimposed on the wave 
field at each iteration. Simulations at 5.0 nm wavelength 

indicate that in-line transmission holograms with 2” carbon 
thickness steps of 0, 60, . . . . 960 nm are able to produce 
error-free high-resolution, high-contrast images of a binary 
test pattern with no twin image artifacts. The pattern can 
be either mostly white or mostly black, and materials other 
than carbon (such as fused quartz or nickel) also appear to 
be well suited to the technique. (We assume that the ho- 
logram will be fabricated on some kind of uniform thick- 
ness support membrane.) This kind of projection lithogra- 
phy has a high degree of immunity to image corruption 
caused by the presence of contaminant particles. The co- 
herence requirements of the x-ray beam needed to illumi- 
nate the hologram are modest (thus promising high wafer 
throughput), and the geometry for holographic projection 
is so similar to that of proximity printing that the two 
would be almost technologically compatible. For example, 
we estimate that holographic masks could be used in an 
existing x-ray stepper and be illuminated with a synchro- 
tron bending-magnet x-ray source spectrally filtered 
through the use of a single grazing-incidence multilayer- 
coated optical flat. Finally, the ability of the system to 
operate at short x-ray wavelengths leads to improved depth 
of field DOF =: 4$/;l relative to systems based on multi- 
layer-coated, normal-incidence reflection optics. 

The most difficult challenge of realizing the technique 
will presumably be in fabricating the transmission holo- 
grams. This would require a process whereby an electron- 
beam writing machine could control the thickness of the 
optical material on a pixel-by-pixel basis; however, this is 
done at somewhat lower transverse resolution in the fabri- 
cation of visible-light binary optics, and the required trans- 
verse resolution is routinely achieved in other contexts. 
Furthermore, the needed hologram writing resolution and 
field size are essentially the same as those of a proximity 
mask for the same pattern. As a result, we feel that x-ray 
projection lithography using computer-generated, in-line 
transmission holograms offers considerable promise as an 
advanced lithography technique. 

Note added in prooJ The technique described here is 
also adaptable to the automated design of advanced phase- 
shifting masks. One way to accomplish this is to modify the 
iterative computer algorithm to include as one of the al- 
lowed choices at the hologram plane a large thickness of a 
highly absorbing material. The algorithm would then at- 
tempt to match the desired hologram phase with a thick- 
ness of the mostly-phase-shifting material, unless the holo- 
gram amplitude were sufficiently low so that the single 
thickness of mostly-absorbing material would be chosen 
instead. 
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